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Abstract. The aim of the research was to establish the features of the inheritance of the size of the fruit in
the hybrid families of Prunus domestica. The objects of study were hybrid seedlings of plum selection of
the Tatar research Institute of agriculture. Fruit sizes were estimated according to the methodology of the
all-Russian research Institute of fruit crops selection. The analysis of the splitting of plum in hybrid families
by the size of fruits showed that seedlings with small fruits dominated in the breeding gardens of the Tatar
research Institute. The size of the plum fruit is controlled by polygens. All of the original parental forms are
heterozygotes for the genes determining the size of the fruit. A small fruit is a dominant trait, a large fruit is
a recessive trait. In most hybrid families, plum seedlings have a significant variability in the size of the fruit.
Transgressive genotypes with large fruits are formed in hybrid families Eurasia 21 x Renklod Tenkovsky,
Eurasia 21 x free pollination and Zyuzinskaya x free pollination. The varieties Eurasia 21 and Zyuzinskaya
must be used as sources in breeding of plums for large-fruited.

1 Introduction
Plum is one of the leading fruit crops in the world.
According to the gross harvest of fruits among stone
crops, it ranks second after peach. Plum fruits are valued
for good taste, the content of nutrients and biologically
active substances that have a beneficial effect on human
health. Plum fruits are suitable for fresh consumption,
drying, canning, freezing, making jam and jelly [1–3].
In Europe, plums are the main types of fruit crops,
occupying an area of about 500,000 hectares and
producing about 3 million tons of fruit. The main plum
growing countries: Serbia [4], Romania [5], Italy [6],
Germany [7], Bulgaria [8], and other countries have seen
a decline in their production, mainly due to viral diseases
that have damaged orchards and degraded the quality of
the fruit. Therefore, in these countries, large breeding
programs have been developed for the development of
new fruit that are productive, resistant to diseases, pests,
climate change, poor soil varieties with good quality and
keeping [7–14].
The creation of varieties by controlled crosspollination is a common method of obtaining new
varieties of plum in many countries of Europe and the
world [9]. The desired size of the fruit Prunus domestica
in Central Europe and most Eastern European countries
is 30-40 g. The fruits of most recently bred varieties of
plum are of the same size [7]. Due to the high degree of
heterozygosity of plum and its home hexaploid nature, it
is difficult to investigate the inheritance of signs [9, 15–
*

17]. The plum fruit size is inherited as a quantitative trait
[7, 15, 18–23].
The sign "fruit size" is controlled polygenically. In
some families, a small percentage of seedlings with
fruits is larger than that of the larger parent (positive
transgression). To produce large-fruited offsprings,
usually large-fruited varieties are involved in
hybridization [21, 24]. If both parents have large fruits,
then the offspring will basically have smaller fruits than
their parents do. Only 2.8% of all hybrids bear fruits
larger than those of their parents [7]. Kozlovskaya Z. A.
(1985) and V. Matveev (1987) noted the dominance of
small fruit plums.
Most hybrids are close to their original forms in
terms of the fruits size, but also there is often negative
transgression [24]. The newest sources of large fruits
obtained in the VNIIGiSPR G.A. Kursakov are the
Starting variety with a mass of fruit reaching 80 g [25].
V.A. Matveyev (1987), studying the size of fruits in
hybrid seedlings of domestic plums, found that the
coefficient of heritability of this trait in a broad sense
(H2) is 0.11. In plums, the coefficient of heritability of
the fruits size in the narrow sense is 0.50 - 0.52 [22, 23].
This means that the correct selection of parents by
phenotypic values of hybridization will lead to
significant progress in the breeding of plums to increase
the size of the fruit.
The size of the fruits of the Chinese plum varieties is
controlled by polygens, which determines the variability
in offspring. All genotypes of plum hybrids are very
heterogeneous. The size of the fruit tends to be a
recessive trait. For breeding purposes, it is recommended
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to use varieties with good cold resistance and large fruits
resebling parent plants [26].

Breeding Fruit Crops [27], transgressions were
determined in accordance with the methodology [28], the
variation coefficients - according to the method of B.А.
Dospehov [29].

2 Materials and methods
Breeding plum orchards of Tatar research Institute are
located in the South-Western part of the Republic of
Tatarstan, on the right Bank of the Volga river. Gardens
are not irrigated. Farming – common to stone fruit crops
in Tatarstan. The analysis of splittings by the size of
fruits in hybrid families of plums was carried out in the
Tenkovsky Department of Horticulture of Tatar
Research Institute of Agriculture in 1993, 1998 and
2000-2004. During these years, favorable weather
conditions were established in terms of air temperature
and humidity for the formation of good quality plum
fruits.
The objects of study of the fruit size were hybrid
plum seedlings in breeding gardens of 1986, 1987
planting: Eurasia 21 x Renklod Tenkovsky (36 pcs.),
Tatar Yellow x Vengerka Tenkovskaya (18 pcs.),
Skorospelka Red x Vengerka Tenikovskaya (15 pcs.),
Renclod Tenkovsky x Renklod Tenkovsky (63 pcs.);
1995, 1997 planting: Eurasia 21 x free pollination (68
pcs.), Zyuzinskaya x free pollination (49 pcs.), Tatar
Yellow x free pollination (22 pcs.), Tenkovskaya Dove x
Renklod Tenkovsky (17 pcs.); 1996 planting: Renklod
Tenkovsky x Renklod Tenkovsky (87 pcs.), Skorospelka
Red x free pollination (67 pcs.), Tenkovskaya Dove x
Skorospelka Red (37 pcs.), Tenkovskaya Dove x Egg
(35 pcs.), Eurasia 21 x free pollination (34 pcs.),
Tenkovskaya Dove x Renklod Tenkovsky (17 pcs.),
Daughter of Tatarstan x Tatar Dessert (15 pcs.).
The size of the fruits was assessed according to the
methodology of the All-Russian Research Institute for

3 Results and discussion
In the breeding garden of plums No. 8 in all hybrid
families, seedlings with small fruits (table 1) dominated
(44.4-95.3%). In the progeny from crossing small-fruited
varieties of Skorospelka Red x Vengerka Tenkovskaya,
Renklod Tenkovsky x Renklod Tenkovsky and Tatar
Yellow x Vengerka Tenkovskaya most of the hybrids
(61.1-95.3%) had small fruits.
Transgressive seedlings with medium fruits were
isolated in the families of small-fruited parents Tatar
Yellow x Vengerka Tenkovskaya (38.9%), Skorospelka
Red x Vengerka Tenkovskaya (6.7%) and Renklod
Tenkovsky x Renklod Tenkovsky (4.7%) (table 1). From
hybridization of middle-fruited variety Eurasia 21 with
small-fruited variety, Renklod Tenkovskiy hybrids were
obtained, most of which (44.4%) had small fruits. In this
family, there is a significant percentage (38.9%) of
medium-fruited and small percentage (16.7%) of largefruited (transgressive) seedlings (table 1).
In a hybrid family Eurasia 21 x Renklod Tenkovskiy,
the degree of positive transgression of the size of fruits
was 42.8%, the degree of negative transgression –
10.6%. The frequency of positive transgressions was
27.8%, the frequency of negative transgressions was
26.7%. In this hybrid family, there is a significant
variability in the size of the fruit (CV = 25.9%). A
significant variability in the size of the fruit increases the
probability of selection of hybrids with large fruits.

Table 1. Splitting the size of the fruit in hybrid families of plums. Garden No. 8. 1993, 1998

Cross combination

Renklod Tenkovsky х
Renklod Tenkovsky
Eurasia 21 х Renklod
Tenkovsky
Tatar Yellow х
Vengerka Tenkovskaya
Skorospelka Red х
Vengerka Tenkovskaya

Number of
seedlings

highly
small,
up to 10 g

The percentage of seedlings with fruits
small,
medium, large, 3110-20 g
21-30 g
40 g

highly
large,
more than 40 g

63

0

95.3

4.7

0

0

36

0

44.4

38.9

16.7

0

18

0

61.1

38.9

0

0

15

0

93.3

6.7

0

0

In the hybrid family Renklod Tenkovskiy x Renklod
Tenkovskiy the degree of positive transgression in the
size of the fruit was 31.1%, the degree of negative
transgression - 34.4%. The frequency of positive
transgressions was 4.7%, the frequency of negative
transgressions – 77.8%. The variability of the fruit size
was average and amounted to 15.1%.
In a hybrid family Tatar Yellow x Vengerka
Tenkovskaya the degree of positive transgression in the

size of the fruit was 20.8%, the degree of negative
transgression - 1.4%. The frequency of positive
transgressions was 38.9%, the frequency of negative
transgressions – 5.6%. In the hybrid offspring there is an
average variability in the size of the fruit (CV=16.0%).
In the hybrid family Skorospelka Red x Vengerka
Tenkovskya the degree of positive transgression in the
size of the fruit was 16.7%, the degree of negative
transgressions - 7.9%. The frequency of positive
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transgressions was 6.7%, the frequency of negative
transgressions – 20%. In the hybrid family there is an
average variability of the fruit size (15.4%).
Consequently, the evaluation of plum hybrid families
showed that in breeding garden № 8 is dominated by
small-fruited seedlings. In a small number of largefruited seedlings were isolated. In all families there are
hybrids with both positive transgression in the size of the
fruit and negative transgression. For breeding, the source
of large-fruited is the plum Eurasia 21. The variability of
the size of the fruit was significant in only one family
Eurasia 21 x Renklod Tenkovsky.
In this family, promising hybrid seedlings were later
selected by the size of the fruit and other traits (8-3-84,
8-4-52, 8-4-76). The peculiarities of splitting by the size
of the fruit and the variability of this trait in seedlings in
hybrid families indicate the heterozygosity of the

original parental varieties and the polygenic character of
inheritance of the trait.
In breeding garden No. 1, as well as in garden No. 8,
small-fruited plum seedlings dominated (42.9-88.2%)
(table 2). Seedlings with medium-sized fruits were
isolated in two hybrid families, obtained from crossing
small-fruited varieties between themselves and two
families from free pollination of medium-fruited
varieties.
The largest percentage of seedlings with fruits of
average size was isolated in families from free
pollination of medium-fruited varieties Zyuzinskaya
(32.6%) and Eurasia 21 (25.0%). Hybrids with large
fruits (transgressive) were found in families where the
mother forms were middle-fruited varieties Zyuzinskaya
(24.5%) and Eurasia 21 (11.8%).

Table 2. Splitting the size of the fruit in hybrid families of plums. Garden No. 1. 2000-2004

Cross combination
Eurasia 21 х
free pollination
Zyuzinskaya x free pollination
Tatar Yellow x free pollination
Tenkovskaya Dove x
Renklod Tenkovsky

Number of
seedlings

68
49
22
17

Highly
small, up
to 10 g
0
0
0
0

The percentage of seedlings with fruits
small,
medium,
large, 31-40 Highly large,
10-20 g
21-30 g
g
more than 40
g
63.2
25
11.8
0
42.9
86.4
88.2

Seedlings with positive transgression are most often
found in hybrid families Tatar Yellow x free pollination
(45.5%) and Zyuzinskaya x free pollination (36.7%).
According to the variability of the size of the fruit, the
hybrid families Zyuzinskaya x free pollination (31.9%)
and Eurasia 21 x free pollination (31.7%) stood out.
Later, in these families promising hybrids were selected:
1-2-36, 1-2-60, 1-1-75 and 1-1-84.
Consequently, the analysis of hybrid families showed
that small-fruited hybrid seedlings dominate in breeding
garden No. 1 as in garden No. 8. Hybrids with large
fruits are obtained in families from the free pollination of
varieties with medium-sized fruits of Zyuzinskaya and
Eurasia 21. For selection, the sources of large fruits are
the plums of Zyuzinskaya and Eurasia 21.
Some seedlings have a positive and negative
transgression in terms of the size of the fruit. The nature
of the splitting in size of the fruit and the variability of
this trait in seedlings in hybrid families make it possible
to assume that the original parental varieties are
heterozygotes and the trait is controlled by polygenes.
In selection garden number 3, most of the hybrid
seedlings also had small fruits (table 3). This is due to
the fact that these hybrid families were obtained from
crossing small-fruited varieties, except for the families
of Eurasia 21 x free pollination and Daughter of
Tatarstan х Tatar Dessert, where the parent varieties had
fruits of medium size.
In families of small-fruited parents Tenkovskaya
Dove x Egg and Tenkovskaya Dove x Renklod

32.6
13.6
11.8

24.5
0
0

0
0
0

Tenkovsky we marked only small-fruited hybrids (table
3).
The largest percentage of seedlings with mediumsized fruits was established in families: Daughter of
Tatarstan x Tatar Dessert (33.3%) and Skorospelka Red
x free pollination (23.9%). Somewhat less middle-fruited
hybrids were obtained from the hybridization of smallfruited varieties Renklod Tenikovsky x Renklod
Tenikovsky (12.9%) and Tenkovskaya Dove x
Skorospelka Red (5.4%).
The appearance in these families of seedlings with
larger fruits than those in the parental forms is
apparently associated with positive transgression.
Medium-fruit hybrids were isolated in the family Eurasia
21 x free pollination (20.6%) (table 3). In this same
family a few seedlings had large fruits (more than 31 g).
There may be also positive transgression.
In the hybrid families the Tenkovskaya Dove x
Renklod Tenkovsky, Tenkovskaya Dove x Egg and
Tenkovskaya Dove x Skorospelka Red seedlings with
small fruits were 94.6-100%. It can be assumed that the
variety Tenkovskaya Dove has in its genotype mainly
dominant alleles of the genes controlling the small size
of the plum fruit. Variety Tenkovskaya Dove is a source
of small plums.
A significant degree of positive transgression was
found in seedlings in hybrid families of the Tenkovskaya
Dove x Skorospelka Red (56.4%), Renklod Tenkovsky x
Renklod Tenkovsky (38.9%) and Eurasia 21 x free
pollination (34.8%). High frequency in the seedlings
with a positive transgression in the progeny Tankovska
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Dove x Skorospelka Red was observed (43.2 %). In the
three hybrid families listed above, a significant
variability of the fruit size (20.2-23.3%) was established.
The maximum frequency of seedlings with a negative
transgression was established in the hybrid families

Renklod Tenkovsky x Renklod Tenkovsky (73.6%), as
in Garden No. 8 (77.8%). This happened possibly due to
an increase in the hybrid seedlings of the dominant
alleles of the genes that control the small size of the
plum fruits.

Table 3. Splitting the size of the fruit in hybrid families of plums. Garden No. 3. 2000-2004

Cross combination

Renklod Tenkovsky х
Renklod Tenkovsky
Skorospelka Red x
free pollination
Tenkovskaya Dove x Skorospelka
Red
Tenkovskaya Dove x Egg
Eurasia 21 x free pollination
Tenkovskaya Dove x
Renklod Tenkovsky
Tenkovskaya Dove x
Renklod Tenkovsky

Number
seedlings

87

highly
small,
up to
10 g
0

The percentage of seedlings with fruits
small,
medium,
large, 3110-20 g
21-30 g
40 g

highly
large,
more than 40 g

87.1

12.9

0

0

67

0

76.1

23.9

0

0

37

0

94.6

5.4

0

0

35
34
17

0
0
0

100
76.5
100

0
20.6
0

0
2.9
0

0
0
0

15

0

66.7

33.3

0

0

Consequently, the analysis of hybrid families of plum
showed that breeding garden No. 3 is dominated by
seedlings from small fruits. Hybrids with large fruits are
obtained from free pollination of plum Eurasia 21. Some
hybrid seedlings showed positive transgression in size of
the fruit, other seedlings – negative transgression. Given
the nature of the cleavage in the size of the fruit and the
variability of this trait in plum seedlings in hybrid
families, it can be assumed that the original parent
varieties are heterozygotes and the trait is controlled by
polygenes.
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